https://www.medipharmdirect.com/portal/#/jobs/707
We are supporting the search for an accomplished multi-unit pharmacy leader (Pharmacist license absolutely required), who
will become an integral part of the senior leadership team for a well-established and successful, community-focused
healthcare services organization.
As Director of Operations for the Pharmacy arm of this company, you will work in a unique setting where considerable
resources are at your disposal by way of head office support, but change (when you want/need it to happen), can also happen
nimbly at the local level. It is an exciting and innovative company to work with that is well-staffed, has a great company
culture, and is always striving to serve the communities within which they operate, in new, value-added ways!
This is a role offering variety, challenge, fantastic people to work and collaborate with, and the opportunity to develop and
execute exciting ideas that are cutting-edge, in modern, bright pharmacies that offer a great selection of OTCs and other
products. The business is built on a solid foundation of decades of patient care and safety, service excellence, and a
dedication to supporting the communities within which their patients reside.
We sincerely appreciate all applications and referrals via our career portal, or reach out to our Managing Director, Jennifer
Andrew, using your preferred method of connection (below).
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….

MediPharmDirect Inc. is an independently owned and operated recruitment firm. We help pharmacies throughout Canada with their pharmacy team hiring
needs (FT, PT and direct-hire long term contracts, like maternity leave coverages, for example).
We manage the recruitment process for hiring managers by…
✔ Building candidate pools for their open career opportunities
✔ Professionally (and confidentially) discussing potentially suitable candidates with hiring managers and “shortlisting”
✔ Managing hiring manager interviews and feedback thereafter to ensure a great “fit” for the company and the candidate
✔ Supporting license and background verification
✔ Assisting with offer negotiation
✔ Follow-up throughout the process and post-placement
If hired, a candidate referred by MediPharmDirect Inc. is the client company's employee from day one - we are not a relief/temp agency. We are paid by the
hiring company for the services we provide and that does not affect candidate compensation in any way. All communication is confidential.
Visit our website for more information about our services: www.medipharmdirect.com and link-up with us on LinkedIn at
https://www.linkedin.com/in/medipharmdirect/
Jennifer Andrew, Managing Director
MediPharmDirect Inc.
Canada's Allied Health Recruitment Experts
www.medipharmdirect.com
Email: jennifer.andrew@medipharmdirect.com Direct Line: 905.536.0630 LinkedIn: http://www.linkedin.com/in/medipharmdirect

